Join us in these FIE 2019 sessions...

Investigating Researchers' Motivations and Identities through Convergent Learning from Divergent Perspectives
Thursday October 17th 10:30am, Room 9
Pelan & Kajfez

A Narrative-Style Exploration of Undergraduate Engineering Students' Beliefs about Smartness and Identity
Thursday, October 17th, 10:30am, Room 7
Kramer, Wallwey, Thanh, Dringenberg, and Kajfez

The Use of Structured Memo-Writing in a Mixed-Methods Grounded Theory Study
Thursday October 17th 3:30pm, Room 5
Lee, McAlister, Ehlert, Faber, Kajfez, Creamer, & Kennedy

Identifying Student Team Leaders and Social Loafers in a First-Year Engineering Cornerstone Robotics Design Project
Friday October 18th 8:30am, Room 10
Phillips, Kecskemety, & Kajfez

Assessing the Impact of Counterfactual Thinking on the Career Motivation of Women Engineers
Friday, October 18th 3pm, Exhibit Hall (Poster Session)
Desing

Understanding the Impact of Girl Scout Engineering Programming on Middle School Girls’ Engineering Identity
Friday, October 18th 3pm, Exhibit Hall (Poster Session)
Clark
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